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cheers, max, see
you tomorrow!

i hope it’s
quieter than
last night …

keep
your eyes
peeled!

…two false
alarms in the
south section
in less than
an hour!

NOT
THE SOUTH
SECTION
AGAIN!
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the plenary
today will be
crucial …

if i don’t
manage to win
parliament over we'll
have missed a wonderful opportunity to use
our environmental
powers …
a few years from
now a glass of
water like this could
be a luxury, if politicians can’t agree on
a way to protect
our water
supplies.
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… and it’s the fate
of future generations
that’s at stake - and
of the whole planet!

yes, SOLIDARITY
is the only
answer.
thanks.

it’s ok.
i’ll answer
it. time’s
getting on.

good morning, mr soro.
yes, ms vega’s still
here, but she’s due in
the chamber very
soon… can i help you?
is it urgent?

yes, chris… your
group’s voting with
us? THAT’S GREAT
NEWS! let’s hope
the rest of them
do the same!

irina! i hear
the environment
committee’s made
you its rapporteur
for the water
directive! i’m sure
we can rely on
you to pour oil
on troubled
waters!
HA! HA!

you can
laugh! wait until
you’ve seen my
amendments to
the commission
proposal!

be careful,
irina. there
are a lot of
interests at
stake!

THERE ARE
INDEED. and they
all have to be
reconciled.

trust me!

you’re
an innocent,
irina. a
dreamer…
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water is not a
commercial
product like
any other, …
l’eau
n’est pas
un bien
marchand
…

…it is the
heritage of …

… the people of
the european
union!

for once we
all agree…

…and
co-decision with
the council of
ministers
applies!

ladies and
gentlemen,
we shall
now vote!

ladies and
gentlemen,
parliament has
voted
unanimously
…
…in favour of
europe’s citizens
being fully involved
in decision-making
on water policy!
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well done,
alex! we make
a great
team!

well done,
irina. very
persuasive!
there are quite
a few visitors
today. i’ll try
and get
a table.
are you
having
coffee?

parliament has
got a lot to say
about water pollution, tariffs, management and, above all,
the deadlines for
implementing these
measures.

at this time of
night? you’ll
get home
very late.
yes.
i’ve got
a carpooling
arrangement
with two
colleagues.

we’ll be getting
the council’s
common position
soon… then
things will start
to hot up!

bye,
everyone.
i’m off to
brussels.

…new
environmental
disaster:
the chemical
group carimas,
the chief
suspect…

HOW
DREADFUL!
more toxic waste
poured into a
river. if it goes on
like this there
soon won’t be any
clean rivers left
in europe!
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i’m
catching
the train
tomorrow
morning.

MESDAMES ET MESSIEURS,
à
NOUS ARRIVONS A
BRUXELLES-GARE DU
LUXEMBOURG.
DAMES EN HEREN...

that’s
strange …i’ve
got the feeling
that guy’s
watching me…

i seem to
spend my whole
life on the train
between brussels
and strasbourg
…

…but i’d hate to have
to choose between
mussels and chips
and strasbourg
onion tart!

my
goodness,
what a wind!

HELP!

?!
But …
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a few weeks
later…

ALEX! how are
you? haven’t seen
you for ages! i
thought you’d
disappeared.

…very nearly. i
haven’t got time
for breakfast …

are you going
my way?

ah, the meeting’s
starting at nine,
as planned.

yes. and what
about you?
weren’t you off
to chechnya with
the OSCE?

still working hard
for the environment
committee?

if i could just remind
you of the agenda:
first we shall consider
the EPP group’s questions
on aircraft noise…
then we’ll move on to
the socialist group’s
questions on the draft
directive on GMOs.

…by
banning
LOW FLYING
over towns
prior to
landing.

ms vega?

in our opinion
aircraft noise
around airports
should be stopped …
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mr prado.

any ban must
take account
of aircraft
safety …

…we all know that climatic
conditions sometimes mean that
routes have to be changed.
and the impact on local
employment and regional
development would also have
to be looked at.

i’m sorry,
mr prado. you’ve
already spoken.
we must move
on to the next
item on the
agenda …

enjoying
the sun?

what about
a pizza
at DA MIMO?

JACQUES!
HOW LOVELY!

GOOD IDEA!
some fresh
air would do
us good …

i’m working flat
out. i’m doing
another photo
exhibition, not far
from here.

i’ve tried
to phone you,
but there
was no
reply...

at the bibliothèque
solvay... the subject
should interest you.
it’s called
‘TROUBLED
WATERS’.
nothing,
thank
you.

FANTASTIC!

you won’t
stay and eat
with us?

THAT’S
GREAT!
where?
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shall we
call?

some
other
time... i’ve
got to get
back to
the lab!

yes …
otherwise

come and
i’m celebeat at my
rating the
house! exhibition with
a few
friends.

straight
away?
i’ll get
another parking ticket!

thank
you,
ms vega.

alex? i’ve got the
council common
position on the
new commission
proposal!

HERE WE
GO AGAIN
THEN?

already
?

yes,
we’ve got
to get ready
for the second reading
in parliament.
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alex, i’m relying
on you. get all the
information you can
lay your hands on:
lists of pollutants,
current legislation in
the member states,
existing controls, etc…
i want all the background we can get
for my amendments
to the council
position.

YES, MA’AM!

diana works
for a human
rights NGO.

and you’re
working
on the
environment?

…who’s a
member of
the european
parliament.

pleased to meet
you. are you a
photographer
too?

yes, i’m
also interested
in the effect man
is having on the
landscape…

yes,
among
other
things.

… but my photos
haven’t made the front
page yet!

that photo of carimas
that was in the papers was it one of yours,
jacques?

AH! KOSTAS!
this is irina,
the friend
i told you
about…

yes,
look …

…and i’ve got
some more. i’ll
give you a
preview, if you
like…

they’re
going in the
exhibition.

have you
seen this
one?!

burst dam
containing water
contaminated with
sulphuric acid near
a lead mine in
southern europe.

EXCUSE ME!
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who are you?
who’s paying you
to do this?
who’s behind
it all?

YES, AND
ESPECIALLY
WELL AGAINST
THE TIDE!

this is not
the first time.
i’ve been getting
these threats
for three
weeks.

of course. there are some very
powerful people behind this
dumping business.
YOU SHOULD
TAKE IT SERIOUSLY,
JACQUES.

you are fond
of water,
mr golding.
BUT CAN YOU
SWIM?
PHOTOGRAPHY
IS A HIGH-RISK
PROFESSION!
have you got any
idea where these
threats are
coming from?

mmm. it’s strange
though …

i’ve got no definite
proof, but i suspect
carimas. who else would
be interested in hushing
up this affair? you
should be careful too.
i wouldn’t be surprised
if they tried to put
pressure on the
politicians as well.

the next day…

HEY! I’VE
SEEN THAT GUY
OVER THERE
SOMEWHERE
BEFORE …
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good
morning!

did you know
that jacques
has been getting anonymous
threats for
days?

IRINA!
someone who claims
to have confidential
information about
the effluents has been
trying to contact you.
they keep getting cut
off, as if they were
in a phone box…

why
jacques?

because
he took the
photograph that
started the
scandal...

and he
didn’t
leave a
name?

no. he
seemed very
nervous.

have you got
today’s
papers?

CARIMAS
IN COURT!

i haven’t
had time to
look …

…christian lob,
the group’s managing
director, accuses the
press of manipulation
and threatens to
prosecute any papers
that pass on what
he views as libellous
accusations…

hello? no, i’m sorry,
ms vega can’t answer
that question.
not at this stage.

i don’t
think they’ll
stop at this.
they’ll try
to put on more
pressure …

it was the european post.
they wanted a statement
from you on the carimas
affair. they were demanding
to know if the water
directive would make
it easier to stop people
from dumping toxic
effluent.

the one
being organised
by terra viva?
yes. they’ve
invited people from
the commission and
parliament, and
representatives
of industry.
and some
journalists and
NGOS.

the group meeting
will go on all
morning. take care of
the press, will you,
and don’t let yourself be intimidated.
you’re good at
this kind of
thing.
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with all this stress
i’m not sure if i shall
be going to the
working dinner
tonight.

i think we have to be firmer
about the deadlines for the new
implementation measures to come
into force. we need to go beyond
the ‘polluter pays’ principle.
fines and taxes are not enough
to stop the damage
to rivers and
groundwater.

ms?

here’s
my
invitation.

good evening,
ms vega! follow me,
please. you have a
reserved seat next
to mr opdebeek,
from fimoil.

i agree
with ms vega. it is
quite possible for
industry to
restructure…

FIMOIL is an example.
we have adopted new
environmental
protection
measures
…

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THANK
YOU FOR TAKING PART IN THIS
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION. may i remind you
that there will be
another meeting
soon.

…which
consist of having
your toxic waste
shipped 100 kms to
someone else’s land,
and dumping it there!

THAT IS
NOT TRUE!
we’ve undergone
rigorous tests which
prove that fimoil’s
factories are CLEAN!
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ms vega! i must
speak to you!
i can’t stay here
any longer. it’s
too risky!

YOU?!

you must
listen to what
i’ve got to say!
i’ve been trying
to speak to
you for days
…

i don’t know who
you are or why
you’re following
me, but i’ve got
no intention
of listening
to you …

please!
it’s dangerous
for me to be
here!

it’s about
carimas!

…we’ll talk
again later!

get these
samples analysed…
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closing time,
ladies and
gentlemen…

you’re not
seriously
thinking of
having them
analysed?

WHAT?

what would
you do in
my position?
jacques? are you free this
evening?... will you come and
eat at my place? something
really strange happened to
me yesterday!…

...and he gave me
these two test
tubes…

all very
strange...
samples… but
samples of
what?

i haven’t
got the
faintest
idea…
perhaps we’ll
find out what’s
really going on
now…

i don’t know…
it’s probably just
a joke in rather
poor taste…

i’m not so
sure… take them
to a lab
tomorrow! it’s a
risk we’ll have
to take …
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a few
weeks
later...

YOU’RE
TELLING
ME!

the environment
committee
supported them
all. you weren’t
sure they would
agree to reducing
the implementation
deadlines from
sixteen to ten
years...

it’s going
to be a long
day!

we’ve got
the vote in
plenary on my
amendments to
the council
common position!… and
there are a
lot of them!

and
we are asking
for radioactive
substances to be
included! neither
the commission nor
the council did
that!

we will now
vote on amendment 66,
underground water ...
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how does
the european
parliament stand
on the impact of
its draft law on
the chemical
industry?

and what about the
differences of opinion
between you and the
council? when will
the report is
the directive be
adopted?
currently on its

second reading.
so we have to reach
agreement with the
council, if necessary via
a conciliation committee.
thank you.

we’ve listened to their
arguments. discussions are
under way. our aim is to achieve
a fair balance. but water is an
essential resource. and we’re
going to protect it!
sir, sir…
YOU ARE
A MEMBER OF
PARLIAMENT…

see you
tomorrow,
‘honorable
member’…
I’M
STARVING!

ha, ha! don’t go to
the chip shop in place
jourdan. their chips are
much too good!
WHAT’S
GOING ON,
JACQUES?!
i’ll give
you one
guess!
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they’ve taken
some equipment…
and negatives
and prints as
well… it’s going
to cost me a
fortune!

i’m sure!
carimas are
the ones behind
this!

THEY’VE
SMASHED THE
WHOLE PLACE
UP!

have you
told the
police?

yes. they tried
really hard - but
they were wasting
their time!

THIS IS WHAT
THEY WERE
LOOKING FOR!

‘THEY’?
i haven’t
got any proof,
unless you
count the scandal
my photo caused
and the threats
over the phone.
WHAT A MESS! carla
called me… i told
you you were taking
a risk! these people
don’t care how
much damage
they do…

mr golding, do you
think the break-in
is linked to the
carimas affair?

we’ve finished.
we’ll see you
down at the
station for the
statement.
you can’t let
this go unreported. i’m
going to call
your paper
...

it’s your lab
i need… i’ve just
got time to redo
the prints
before the
exhibition.
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*
things
are hotting
up!

ms vega, we want
the european union
to guarantee jobs
in the chemical
industry!… your
new anti-pollution
measures are going
to cause a crisis
for the work
force!

jobs are vitally
important, for us
and for you,
but encouraging
pollution won’t
save them!

i’ve got a union rep
from carimas on the
line… the workers
are threatening to
go on strike!…

YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND!
carimas is threatening
us with a restructuring
operation to deal with
the crisis and the lost
investment. almost
two thousand jobs
are going to
go!

THEY COMPLAIN
ABOUT POLLUTION…
OK THEN, LET’S GIVE
THEM SOMETHING TO
COMPLAIN ABOUT!

QUIET,
PLEASE!
they’re never
going to listen!
we must put on as
much pressure as
possible!

no way!
we’d be crazy
to do that!

YOU WON’T
BE THE ONE
PAYING MY RENT
WHEN WE’RE ON
THE DOLE!

* Carimas in the hot seat again. Photographer Jacques Golding victim of an unexplained break-in.
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it’s the crisis
in the industry
that’s causing the
lay-offs, not the
anti-pollution
measures.

either way,
these scandals
are not helping
conciliation…

that’s not what
the industry says,
unfortunately. they
say the directive
will affect the
whole industry the
way it has carimas.

…the council
is afraid of a
general strike,
which would be
the end of the
whole industry!

it has been
another black day
for carimas. the possibility of a court action
has sent the group’s
shares plummeting, and the
unions have called a strike
for tomorrow… in the
meantime, a minority union is
threatening to dump toxic
waste if carimas’s board
doesn’t call off its
restructuring plan…

*
* Faculty of applied sciences.Test results:
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for several years
the chemical
industry has been
going through a
crisis linked to
the restructuring
of certain
sectors…

have you
got the
results?

WHO’S
SPEAKING?
it doesn’t
matter, irina!
look in the notes
on the carimas
inquiry; you’ll find
the same chemical
components there
as in the samples
…

hello?

and what…
HELLO!?
HELLO!?

how did he
know i got
the results
today?...

a week later…

have you
informed the
addressee?

we were
waiting for your
instructions.

YOU SEEM
TO HAVE AN
ADMIRER…
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ms vega,
we intercepted a
suspicious package
addressed to you
this morning. can
you come down to
the mail room?

anonymous
phone calls,
jacques’s studio
trashed - and now
a bullet!

i think jacques
is right: carimas
has got a lot to
lose if the new
directive is
approved.

I CAN’T
TAKE ANY
MORE OF
THIS!

WELL, THEY DON’T
KNOW WHO THEY’RE
UP AGAINST! I’VE
GOT NO INTENTION
OF HANDING OUT
LICENCES TO
POLLUTE!

but you’re going
to have to
negotiate with
the council.

i know.

they’ve just
confirmed that
there will be an
informal meeting
of the conciliation
committee this
afternoon. i’m off!
so, who’s
going to fire
the opening
shot?

ms maria
castanheira,
representing the
council, mr simon
webb, representing
the commission.

ms vega,
i suppose…

look out!
she’s the
proverbial
iron hand in a
velvet glove!
ha, ha!

how
do you do…

we’ve been
warned. her
reputation goes
before her!

you are aware
that water is a sensitive issue and the
member states’ opinions are divided…
…i don’t think
ms vega, our
rapporteur, needs
any introduction!
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...you won’t get many
of the member states
to agree if you don’t
make concessions
on implementing
deadlines and
exemptions…

and the commission
won’t have time to
draw up the list of
dangerous
substances you
want by the 1st
of july.

the council’s
agreement to
the rest of the
amendments.

what are you
offering in
exchange?

we’ll think about
your proposal.

so our next
meeting will be
on thursday.

you’ll have
to go the other
way, ma’am.
there’s a demo
blocking
the road.
A DEMO?

what’s going
on?

people from
the chemical
industry.
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DOWN WITH
THE GREEN
DICTATORSHIP!!!
aha! our
favourite mep!
you work too
hard, irina!

jacques?
start
without me.

hang on and i’ll tell
you. i got the idea
from them.

HERE’S TO
JACQUES AND HIS
HUNT FOR THE
POLLUTERS!

so, jacques,
what’s the
plan?

i’ll be
a bit late.

we’re going
off tomorrow
evening to
take photographs at
the CARIMAS
factory!

SHH!
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chicken
tajine?

friday. 00.45 am
switch
off!

hello!
we’ve got
company!

be careful!
i’ll wait for
you in the car…
ready to go!

QUICK! TURN AROUND!
they've just poured
toxic waste into the
river! let's get
after them!

…BARRELS?!
DON'T TELL
ME...

it was
carimas stuff,
wasn’t it?
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i’ve got it!

LOOK OUT!

LET’S BEAT IT!
I DON’T LIKE
THIS, JACQUES!

WHAT THE…!!
A B*****
POTHOLE!

OK, OLD
GIRL, LET'S
GET OUT
OF THIS!
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tuesday. 10 am
conciliation committee

after a great deal of
thought, parliament is
willing to accept the
deadlines proposed by
the council. the member
states will therefore
have time to adjust to
the new rules…

…on condition
that the member
states are required
to take steps to
eliminate dangerous
substances from
underground and
surface waters
and to introduce
a fair pricing
system.

we
consider
parliament’s
position to be
reasonable.

LADIES
AND GENTLEMEN,
WE HAVE REACHED
AGREEMENT!

SPLENDID!
this has been
an all-round
success.

congratulations on your
negotiating
skills!

hang on,
it’s not
over yet!

parliament still
has to approve
…
oh, i’m
sorry…
excuse me!
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jacques? at
last! i didn’t
know what had
happened to
you!... hang on,
i can’t hear
you...

where
are
you?

WHAT?...
pushed
into the
river?

in hospital.
kostas has got a
broken wrist.
he’s going home
tomorrow.

i’ve run
out of
money

they tried to
get rid of us we knew too much
- but i saved the
film. and now it’s
their turn to go
under. something
stinks about
fimoil…

i want to know
exactly what kind of
filth they put into
their products!

AH,
there
you are,
alex!

I'M SURE
IT'S ALL
CONNECTED!

I MUST
HURRY …

find the carimas file, will you?
i want you to get the composition
of the waste that was dumped!
it doesn’t matter how, but get it!
then ask carimas and fimoil for
their production reports!
QUICK, IRINA, turn on
the tv! no-one’s
available for comment
at carimas! fimoil has
launched a hostile
takeover bid!

*

* Fimoil starts price war with Carimas on Asian markets
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jacques, can i come
and look at the fimoil
photos? it’s important.
have you got them
yet?… i’ll explain
later.

fimoil has just
announced a takeover bid for
its main competitor, carimas.
this is one of the biggest takeover
bids of the past decade…

no, fimoil
has launched
a takeover
bid for
carimas.

there
they
are.

A
TAKEOVER
BID!
SO THAT WAS IT!
fimoil set up the
whole thing!

EXACTLY.
it’s all
falling into
place.

haven’t
you seen the
news?
don’t
tell me… i’ve won
a pulitzer prize…

…and get
rid of your
waste at the
same time!

but fimoil
never thought they’d
run up against the
likes of us, eh, irina?!

THE LEOPARD’S
STRATEGY - tire your
victim out and then
polish him off…
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mr lob! as
managing director
of carimas,
what is your
reaction?
one word
on carimas’s
situation?!

wednesday.
11 am

LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN,
PLEASE.

this takeover
bid is the last in a series of
moves made against us by
fimoil. the future of the
company is now in the hands of
its investors...

... and to help them
make the right
choice, we have a
surprise guest ...
mr golding …

friday, 12.45 am
unidentified men
empty a number
of cans into the
river.

the van’s
number plate
can be seen
on the left.

... a bit later,
the same van
entering fimoil’s
premises ...

i am making all my
photographs available to the
press and the official inquiry.

the gate
of the carimas
factory is just
behind it …

MR GOLDING!
MR GOLDING!
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... there has
been a spectacular development in the
toxic waste
affair. the
chief suspect
is now fimoil.

i would like to recommend that parliament
adopt the outcome of
the conciliation procedure. it was not an easy
process, and i congratulate ms vega on her
skill in obtaining the
agreement of all the
political groups…

the following thursday.
9.30 am strasbourg.

... this directive is the result of
a compromise which will enable
european citizens everywhere
to enjoy clean water
at a fair price.

THE DEBATE IS
OVER. WE SHALL
NOW VOTE.

THE WATER
POLICY DIRECTIVE
IS HEREBY
APPROVED!

look at page 4. the tests have
proved that the substances dumped
in the river came from fimoil and
not from carimas. the man who
gave you the samples wanted to tip
you the wink. but why?

yes, why? and
who? we may
never know …
shall we have a
bite to eat before
we go?
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just what i was going
to sugge'st!

CONGRATULATIONS!
your pictures are
magnificent... even
though they
almost spelled
the end for us.

HERE’S
TO
SUCCESS…

…we owe you
a great deal!

remarkably
realistic,
isn’t it?

but… haven’t
we met
somewhere
before?!

d’you
think so?

OH,

so you
two know
each other?

no, no. it’s
the first time
we’ve met…
well,
then, allow me
to introduce our
new colleague,
victor cain. we
poached him from
fimoil, HA, HA, HA!
BEWARE OF
DOUBLE
AGENTS!!
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Your EP phrasebook...
LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN,
PLEASE.
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Strasbourg
Strasbourg is the seat of the European Parliament.

The European Union
The European Union is an ever closer union between the nations of Europe.
Its Member States fly their flags in Strasbourg.The fifteen Member States –
soon to be more – adopt common policies and measures, because they can
achieve better results together than they could individually.

the plenary
today will be
crucial …

if i don’t
manage to win
parliament over we'll
have missed a wonderful opportunity to use
our environmental
powers …

Plenary
The European Parliament meets ‘in plenary sitting’ when it holds its partsessions – 12 week-long part-sessions in Strasbourg and a number of
shorter ones in Brussels. All Members of the European Parliament are
expected to attend. When a parliamentary standing committee meets, on
the other hand, usually only the members of that committee attend.

‘If I don’t manage to win Parliament over we shall have missed a
wonderful opportunity to use our environmental powers…’
The European Parliament, which MEP Irina Vega here refers to as
‘Parliament’, is elected every five years by the citizens (over 18 years) of the
Member States of the European Union. At present the European Parliament
has 626 Members.
The Council of Ministers and the European Parliament now adopt
European environmental and other ‘laws’ together.The directive on water
policy was the first piece of legislation where the European Parliament used
‘codecision’ in the area of the environment.

Alex
Members of the European Parliament have parliamentary assistants. Alex is
Irina Vega’s assistant.

Political group
Like political parties in national parliaments, political groups play a major role
in the European Parliament’s policy decisions.The vast majority of Members
of the European Parliament belong to a political group, the others being
referred to as ‘non-attached’ Members.The political groups in the European
Parliament are made up of Members from different Member States.
yes, chris… your
group’s voting with
us? that’s great
news! let’s hope
the rest of them
do the same!
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Rapporteur
When a parliamentary standing committee has to consider a proposal for
a ‘European law’, it chooses one of its members – the rapporteur – to
draw up a report which, if adopted by the committee, is debated and
voted on in plenary. Once approved, this report constitutes the position
of the European Parliament.

irina! i hear
the environment
committee’s made
you its rapporteur
for the water
directive! i’m sure
we can rely on
you to pour oil
on troubled
waters!
HA! HA!

you can
laugh! wait until
you’ve seen my
amendments to
the commission
proposal!

Environment Committee
Members of the European Parliament are divided among 17 parliamentary
standing committees; the Environment Committee is one of them.
Amendements
An amendment is a change to the proposed text of a law. Amendments
are tabled and voted on, first in committee, then in the European
Parliament meeting in plenary sitting.
Commission
The European Commission (here referred to simply as ‘the Commission’)
is the institution which initiates ‘Community laws’, manages European
policies and enforces the treaties. At present it is made up of 20
independent Commissioners (2 each from France, Germany, Italy, Spain and
the United Kingdom and 1 from each of the other Member States).The
Commission is nominated by the governments of the Member States and
appointed or rejected by the European Parliament.

‘El agua no es un bien…’
The work of the interpreters allows parliamentary proceedings to take place
in all the official languages of the European Union.

water is not a
commercial
product like
any other, …
l’eau
n’est pas
un bien
marchand
…

Codecision
‘Codecision’ is the usual legislative procedure of the European Union: the
Council of Ministers and the European Parliament, on an equal footing,
jointly adopt the ‘European laws’ proposed by the European Commission.
The European Parliament has to give its final consent.

…and
co-decision with
the council of
ministers
applies!

Council of Ministers
The Council of Ministers – officially called the ‘Council of the European
Union’ – is made up of ministers from each Member State (or their
representatives). It adopts ‘European laws’, often in codecision with the
European Parliament. Its make-up varies according to the subject (foreign
affairs, the budget, the environment etc.).
It should not be confused with the European Council. At least twice a year
the European Council – i.e. the heads of state or government of the
Member States and the President of the European Commission – meets to
decide on the main lines of the European Union’s policy.The media
sometimes refer to these meetings as summits.

‘Ladies and gentlemen, we shall now vote!’
The European Parliament sitting in plenary is voting at first reading on the
report on the ‘proposed law’ presented by the European Commission.The
codecision process has really begun. It can involve up to three readings by
Parliament.
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ladies and
gentlemen,
we shall
now vote!

ladies and
gentlemen,
parliament has
voted
unanimously
…

parliament has
got a lot to say
about water pollution, tariffs, management and, above all,
the deadlines for
implementing these
measures.

…in favour of
europe’s citizens
being fully involved
in decision-making
on water policy!

we’ll be getting
the council’s
common position
soon… then
things will start
to hot up!

MESDAMES ET MESSIEURS,
à
NOUS ARRIVONS A
BRUXELLES-GARE DU
LUXEMBOURG.
DAMES EN HEREN...

‘Ladies and gentlemen…’
While the European Parliament is elected for five years, its President is
elected by the Members for two and half years, i.e. half a parliamentary
term.The President of the European Parliament oversees all Parliament’s
activities, chairs its sittings and represents it in all its external relations.

Common position
The legislative text on which the Council of Ministers agrees after the
European Parliament has adopted its position at first reading is called a
‘common position’.

‘Bruxelles-Gare du Luxembourg’
The Gare du Luxembourg is next to the European Parliament buildings in
Brussels.

‘I seem to spend my whole life on the train between Brussels
and Strasbourg…’
Members of the European Parliament work in both Strasbourg, where most
parliamentary sittings are held, and Brussels, where the standing committees
and political groups hold their meetings and a few additional part-sessions
take place.The secretariat of the European Parliament is located in a third
city, Luxembourg. A number of officials and the staff of the political groups
are located in Brussels.

i seem to
spend my whole
life on the train
between brussels
and strasbourg
…

Info Point
There are many European Union ‘Info Points’ in the Member States, as well
as in the applicant countries.They provide information for the public on the
European Union and its policies.The European Parliament’s website gives
information on the activities of the European Parliament and its Members:
www.europarl.eu.int.

still working hard
for the environment
committee?

yes. and what
about you?
weren’t you off
to chechnya with
the OSCE?

if i could just remind
you of the agenda:
first we shall consider
the EPP group’s questions
on aircraft noise…
then we’ll move on to
the socialist group’s
questions on the draft
directive on GMOs.

OSCE
The Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe is made up of
European, Asian and North American nations. Its role is to prevent conflict
situations in Europe, manage them if they do occur and act in the wake of
any conflict.

Directive
A directive is one of the forms that a ‘European law’ can take. It lays down
the results to be achieved but leaves it up to the Member States to decide
how to achieve them.
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Second reading
When the European Parliament has received the Council’s ‘common
position’ it begins to prepare for its second reading if it wishes to insist on
changes proposed at first reading.

NGO
Non-governmental organisation: many organisations that do not depend on
governments are active in areas such as food aid, health, human rights and
the environment.The list is extremely long, and includes the Red Cross,
Amnesty International, Médecins sans Frontières, Caritas, Oxfam and WWF
International.

Conciliation Committee
Under the codecision procedure, if there is still disagreement between the
European Parliament and the Council of Ministers after Parliament’s second
reading, the members of the Council and a delegation from Parliament
meet in a ‘Conciliation Committee’ to try to find a compromise.The
Parliament and Council delegations are of equal size.

Minority union
Trade unions, which defend the rights of workers in a company, an industry
or at national or European Union level, first came into being in the
nineteenth century. Union elections are held within companies. A union may
have a majority or dominant position, or a minority position.
Board
The board of a company is the body which takes strategic decisions for the
company.

‘But you’re going to have to negotiate with the Council.’
The Conciliation Committee is the forum for this negotiation, the aim of
which is to reach a compromise between the European Parliament and the
Council of the European Union.

yes,
we’ve got
to get ready
for the second reading
in parliament.

diana works
for a human
rights NGO.

and you’re
working
on the
environment?

and what about the
differences of opinion
between you and the
council? when will
the report is
the directive be
adopted?
currently on its

second reading.
so we have to reach
agreement with the
council, if necessary via
a conciliation committee.
thank you.

it has been
another black day
for carimas. the possibility of a court action
has sent the group’s
shares plummeting, and the
unions have called a strike
for tomorrow… in the
meantime, a minority union is
threatening to dump toxic
waste if carimas’s board
doesn’t call off its
restructuring plan…

but you’re going
to have to
negotiate with
the council.

An informal meeting of the Conciliation Committee
Informal meetings of a Conciliation Committee can be held without the
presence of all the parties involved.They are preparatory working meetings
where, among other things, possible compromise solutions can be discussed.

they’ve just
confirmed that
there will be an
informal meeting
of the conciliation
committee this
afternoon. i’m off!
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‘Ms Maria Castanheira, representing the Council,
Mr Simon Webb, representing the Commission’
At this informal meeting of the Conciliation Committee the Council of
Ministers is represented by an official from the Member State holding the
Council presidency (a presidency lasts for 6 months), the Commission by
one of its officials.

ms maria
castanheira,
representing the
council, mr simon
webb, representing
the commission.

...you won’t get many
of the member states
to agree if you don’t
make concessions
on implementing
deadlines and
exemptions…

after a great deal of
thought, parliament is
willing to accept the
deadlines proposed by
the council. the member
states will therefore
have time to adjust to
the new rules…

tuesday. 10 am
conciliation committee

congratulations on your
negotiating
skills!

hang on,
it’s not
over yet!

‘You won’t get many of the Member States to agree…’
The Member States adopt a position through the intermediary of their
representative on the Council of Ministers.
Implementing deadlines
Directives stipulate that the measures adopted must be implemented within
a certain period, thus giving the Member States time to adjust.

Conciliation Committee (continued)
At official meetings of a Conciliation Committee the Council of Ministers
presidency is represented by the relevant minister of the country holding the
presidency and the European Commission is represented by a
Commissioner.The European Parliament delegation, which is politically
balanced, is chaired by one of Parliament’s Vice-Presidents and must include
the rapporteur and the chairman of the relevant parliamentary standing
committee.

‘Parliament still has to approve…’
While success in the conciliation process almost always guarantees the
success of the legislative procedure, the European Parliament still has to
confirm the Conciliation Committee’s draft text at a third reading.

parliament still
has to approve
…

quick, irina, turn on
the tv! no-one’s
available for comment
at carimas! fimoil has
launched a hostile
takeover bid!

‘Fimoil has launched a hostile takeover bid!’
When companies are trying to take over a competitor they often use the
‘takeover bid’ technique.The shareholders of the company being targeted
are offered a price for their shares which is higher than their price on the
stock exchange. If the company believes this operation to be harmful to it, it
will call it a ‘hostile takeover bid’.
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